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Abstract 
Simpson, A.K., A characterisation of the least-fixed-point operator by dinaturality, Theoretical 
Computer Science 118 (1993) 301-314. 
The paper addresses the question of when the least-fixed-point operator, in a Cartesian-closed 
category of domains, is characterised as the unique dinatural transformation from the exponenti- 
ation bifunctor to the identity functor. We give a sufficient condition on a Cartesian-closed full 
subcategory of the category of algebraic cpos for the characterisation to hold. The condition is quite 
mild, and the least-fixed-point operator is so characterised in many of the most commonly used 
categories of domains. By using retractions, the characterisation extends to the associated cartesian- 
closed categories of continuous cpos. However, dinaturality does not always characterise the least- 
fixed-point operator. We show that in Cartesian-closed full subcategories of the category of continu- 
ous lattices the characterisation fails. 
1. Introduction 
Mulry [8] has shown that, under general conditions on a category of domains, the 
least-fixed-point operator, lfp, : P-D, is a dinatural transformation from the 
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exponentiation bifunctor to the identity functor, i.e. for any f:D-+E, g:E+D, 
lfp,(fo g)=f(lfp,(g of)). He then asks whether, in any of the usual categories of 
domains, the property of dinaturality characterises the least-fixed-point operator. The 
question is of interest as, not only does the property of dinaturality arise from purely 
categorical considerations, but also such a characterisation would determine equa- 
tionally the inequationally defined least-fixed-point operator. In this paper we answer 
Mulry’s question for many of the most commonly used categories of domains. 
Following a well-established tradition (see [3] for motivation), we consider 
Cartesian-closed full subcategories of the category of algebraic cpos (algebraic 
directed-complete partial orders with least element) and continuous functions. If such 
a category has certain pushouts then we can answer Mulry’s question in the affirm- 
ative: the least-fixed-point operator is indeed the unique dinatural transformation of 
appropriate type. The condition is rather weak and the required pushouts exist in, for 
example, the category of algebraic bounded-complete cpos [3, Chapter 51, the 
category of bifinite cpos [3, Chapter lo], and the category of algebraic L-domains [S]. 
Furthermore, using retracts, the characterisations extend to the associated categories 
of continuous cpos. 
However, in the category of algebraic lattices (and continuous functions) the 
relevant pushouts do not exist. This is no accident. As we shall see, the least- 
fixed-point operator is not the unique dinatural transformation (between the appro- 
priate bifunctors) in this category. In fact we give a more general counterexample that 
works for any (nontrivial) Cartesian-closed full subcategory of the category of continu- 
ous lattices. 
Section 2 presents the well-known connections between least-fixed-point operators 
and dinatural transformations in an abstract setting. In Section 3 we move to the 
concrete, giving the basic definitions and results we require from domain theory. 
Section 4 contains the main results, two theorems giving conditions under which 
Mulry’s question can be answered in the affirmative. In Section 5 we consider many 
familiar categories of domains, applying the results of Section 4 to all but the various 
categories of lattices for which, in contrast, we answer Mulry’s question in the 
negative. 
2. Least-fixed-point operators and fix-dinaturals 
The connections between (least-)fixed-point operators and dinatural transforma- 
tions are best introduced in an abstract setting. Let %? be a Poset-enriched category 
which is Cartesian-closed (in the Poset-enriched sense) such that %?(I,-):%‘+Poset is 
faithful. 
Recall that a Poset-enriched category is a category each horn-set of which is 
partially ordered such that composition is monotone in each argument. The require- 
ment that %Y(l,-) be faithful (well-pointedness) enables us to regard %? as a concrete 
category of partially ordered sets (of global elements) and monotone functions. We 
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will exploit this possibility, using set-theoretic notation for global elements and 
function application. The enriched aspect of Cartesian closure means that the 
elementwise order on E” is inherited from the order on the horn-set %(D, E). Note that 
we do not require that W(1, -) reflect the partial order (equivalently that exponentials 
have the pointwise partial order), although this does hold in all the examples 
considered below. 
YO 
Ajixed-point operator Y on V is an oh(W)-indexed family of morphisms DD- D 
such that, for all D 5 D, Y,(f)=f( Y,(f)). Y is the least-fixed-point operator if it is 
a fixed-point operator and x=f(x)~D implies YJf)<x. By well-pointedness, the 
least-fixed-point operator, if it exists, is unique. 
In any Cartesian-closed category the exponentiation operation, (-)’ ), is bifunctorial 
(it gives a functor from %Pp x %? to +?). A dinatural transformation, Y, from (()” to the 
YO 
identity functor is an oh(W)-indexed family of morphisms DD- D such that the 
diagram below commutes. 
DD 
c-v 
/ 
DE 
\ 
f’ ’ 
EE 
YO 
D 
f 
YE 
” 
- E 
This is an instance of the general definition of dinatural transformation between 
arbitrary bifunctors [7]. However, we will only be interested in dinatural transforma- 
tions from (-)‘-’ to the identity functor, so henceforth we omit the functorial informa- 
tion referring to such dinaturals asjix-dinaturals. By well-pointedness, fix-dinaturality 
is equivalent to: 
for all D $ E, for all E 5 D, YE( f~ g) =f( Y,( g of)). 
The propositions below are well known (see e.g. [l, 81). The first justifies the term 
“fix-dinatural”. 
Proposition 2.1. Any fix-dinatural transformation is a jixed-point operator. 
Proof. Let Y be a fix-dinatural transformation. Then it is immediate from the 
definition of dinaturality that Y,(f)= Y,(fo lD)=f( Y,(l,of))=f( Y,(f)). 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let Y be a fixed-point operator. IJ; for all D L E and E 5 D, 
Y,(fi g) <f( Y,(g 0.f)) then Y is a jix-dinatural. 
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Proof. Take any D L E and E 5 D. We need only show that f( Y,(g of))< Y,(fog). 
But Y,(g O.f) d g( Y,(fi g)). So f( Y,(g Of)) Gf(g( Y,(fi g))) = Y~(fi g), as YG” g) is 
a fixed point ofp g. 0 
Corollary 2.3. The least-jxed-point operator, if it exists, is a jix-dinatural trans- 
formation. 
Proof. Let Y be the least-fixed-point operator. Take any D 5 E and E 5 D. Then 
f( Y,(g of)) =f( g( f( Y,( g of)))). But this shows that f( Y,( g of)) is a fixed-point of 
fig. So, as Y is the least-fixed-point operator, Y,(fig)<f( Y,(gof)). 0 
It is not, in general, the case that the least-fixed-point operator is characterised as 
the unique fix-dinatural. In the category of complete lattices and monotone functions 
there are (at least) two fix-dinaturals: the least-fixed-point operator and the greatest- 
fixed-point operator. 
3. Domain-theoretic preliminaries 
Let D be a partially ordered set. A subset X E D is directed if it is nonempty and 
every pair of elements in X has an upper bound in X. D is a directed-complete partial 
order (cpo) if it has a least element (which we denote I,) and every directed X _c D has 
a least upper bound (lub), VXED. A functionf:D -+E between two cpos, is continuous 
if, for all directed X c D,f(VX) = Vf(X). Any continuous function is monotone. We 
write [D-FE] for the set of all continuous functions from D to E. Cpo is the category of 
all cpos with continuous functions for morphisms. It is a well-pointed, Pose&enriched 
Cartesian-closed category with the exponential ED given by [D-E] with the point- 
wise ordering. As is well known, Cpo has a least-fixed-point operator lfp, where 
lfp,:[D+D]-tD is defined by 
By Corollary 2.3, lfp is a fix-dinatural in Cpo. 
The way-below relation, <, on a cpo D is defined by: 
d <<e iff for all directed X E D, if e < VX then there exists xeX 
such that d d x. 
The way-below relation has the expected properties: d 4 e implies d <e; and 
d’<d$eGe’ implies d’@e’. D is continuous if, for all dED, the set {d/ED Id’6 d) is 
directed with lub d. A continuous cpo D is countably based if there exists a countable 
BrD such that, for all deD, Bn{d’ED ( d’+d} is directed with lub d. In a continuous 
cpo the way-below relation is dense: if d <e then there exists x such that d 6x <e 
[4, Proposition 1.81. A functionf:D-+E from a continuous cpo D is continuous if and 
only if, for all deD,f(d)=V,,,,f(d’) [4, Proposition 1.121. 
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An element dED is compact if d @d. We write K(D) for the set of compact elements 
of D. D is algebraic if, for all dcD, the set K(D)nJd (where Jd=(egDle<dS) is 
directed with lub d. Any algebraic cpo is continuous. An algebraic cpo is countably 
based if and only if its set of compact elements is countable. We will require one 
nontrivial fact concerning algebraic cpos (due to Jung). 
Proposition 3.1 (Jung [4, Proposition 1.413). Zf [D-D] is algebraic then, for all 
compact fE[D-D] and arbitrary deD, f (d) is compact in D. 
Define AlgCpo and ContCpo to be the full categories of Cpo with, respectively, 
algebraic cpos and continuous cpos for objects. Neither of these categories is 
Cartesian-closed. However, their Cartesian-closed full subcategories have been exten- 
sively studied, and the largest ones identified [9, 5, 61. 
Let D and E be cpos. D is a retract of E if there exist continuousf: D+ E and g: E+D 
such that g of= 1,. If, in addition, fi gd 1, then f is called an embedding and g its 
associated projection (each off and g being determined by the other). If X is a full 
subcategory of Cpo then define the category RX to be the full subcategory of Cpo 
whose objects are all cpos that are retracts of objects of X. 
Proposition 3.2. If ~$7 is a Cartesian-closed full subcategory of Cpo then: 
(1) The Cartesian-closed structure of X is inherited from Cpo. 
(2) X has a least-jxed-point operator, lfp, which is a fix-dinatural. 
(3) RX is Cartesian-closed. 
(4) If 2’” is a full subcategory of AlgCpo then RX is a full subcategory of ContCpo. 
Proof. Statement (1) is (essentially) Lemma 5 of [9]. For (2), we know (from (1)) that, 
for any object D of X, DD is (isomorphic to) [D-+D], so the components of the 
least-fixed-point operator are given by lfp,:[D+D]+D. It also follows from 1 that 
X is a well-pointed, Poset-enriched Cartesian-closed category, so the fix-dinaturality 
of lfp follows from Corollary 2.3 above. Statement (3) is (essentially) Theorem 1.23 of 
[4]. Statement (4) is an easy corollary of Proposition 1.16 of [4]. 0 
4. Results 
This section contains the main results of the paper. Theorem 4.7 gives a sufficient 
condition under which the least-fixed-point operator in a Cartesian-closed full sub- 
category of AlgCpo is characterised as the unique fix-dinatural in that category. The 
easy Theorem 4.8 enables the characterisation to be extended to suitable cartesian- 
closed full subcategories of ContCpo. 
First we introduce the main construction involved in the characterisation proof. 
A strict finite chain in D is a finite subset C= {cO,cl,... ,c,,}sD such that 
ID = co < c1 < ... cc,, (where n 3 0). The cokernel (in Cpo) of the strictjnite chain Cc D 
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is the following cpo: 
E={(O,c) 
ordered by: 
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(a,d)d(t,e) iff d<e and either r~=t or there exists CEC 
such that d 6 c < e. 
It is straightforward to check that < is a partial order. Directed completeness will be 
established below. 
Let C={cO,cl,...,c,}~D and E b e as above. We will characterise directed sets in 
E and their lubs. Yet Y be an arbitrary subset of E. A subset Y’ E Y is cojinal if, for all 
YE Y, there exists y ‘E Y’ such that y<y’. If Y’ G Y is cofinal then clearly the upper 
bounds (in E) of Y and Y’ coincide. Also Y’ is directed if and only if Y is. Consider the 
functions g:D-tE and -g:D+E defined by: 
g(d)= 
(0,d) if dEC, (O,d) if dcC, 
(1,d) if d$C, (- 1,d) if d$C. 
Clearly g and -g are both monotone and reflect the order (i.e. g(d)bg(e) implies 
dbe). Also g(d)=(a,d)EE if and only if a#-1; similarly -g(d)=(o,d)EE if and 
only if o#l. 
Proposition 4.1. A subset YZ E is directed if and only if there exists a directed XC D 
such that either g(X) is a cojinal subset of Y or -g(X) is. 
Proof. Suppose that YC E is directed. Suppose, for contradiction, that there is no 
XG D such that g(X) or -g(X) is a cofinal subset of Y. Then it is easy to see that 
there must be two elements (1,d) and (- 1,e) in Y which do not have an upper 
bound in Y, contradicting the directedness of Y. So indeed, for some X G D, g(X) or 
-g(X) is a cofinal subset of Y. That X is directed follows from the directedness of 
g(X) or -g(X) as appropriate. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a directed XG D such that, without loss of 
generality, g( X)c Y is cofinal. Clearly Y is nonempty. Suppose that ( CJ, d) and (7, e) 
are in Y. We must show they have an upper bound in Y. Let XEX be such that 
(a, d) <g(x) (x exists as g(X) is cofinal). Similarly, let YEX be such that (z, e) <g(y). 
Now X is directed so x and y have some upper bound ZEX. Clearly, g(z) is an upper 
bound in Y of {g(x),g(y)j and hence of {(a,d),(r,e)}. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Zf XGD and (- 1,d)EE is an upper bound of g(X) then there exists CEC 
such that c is an upper bound of X and c<d. 
Proof. Suppose that X E D and (- 1, d) E E is an upper bound of g(X). Then, for each 
XEX, g(x)&(- 1,d). Now g(x)=(s,x), where z#- 1, so (by definition of order on E) 
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there exists C,EC such that x<c,<d. Define c=V,,~C~. Then clearly CEC (as C is 
a finite chain), c is an upper bound of X and c<d. 0 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose YC E and, for some X c D, g(X) (resp. -g(X)) is a cqfinal 
subset qf Y. Then Y has a luh in E [f and only [f X has a lub in D, in which case 
VY=g(VX) (resp. -g(VX)). 
Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that g(X)G Y is cofinal. 
If VX exists then, by the monotonicity of g, g( VX) is an upper bound of g( X) and 
hence of Y. To see it is the lub, suppose (0, d) is another upper bound of Y and hence 
of g(X). Now d is an upper bound of X, so VX <d. Thus if rr f- 1 then 
g(VXKg(d)=<~& as required. We must still show that g(vX)<(cr, d) if 
cr =- 1. But then, by Lemma 4.2, there exists CEC such that c is an upper bound of 
X and c<d. And so g(VX)<g(c)=(O,c)d(-1,d) as required. 
Conversely, suppose that V Y exists. Setting (0, d) = V Y= vg( X), we must show 
that d = VX and c f- 1. First suppose that e is an upper bound of X. Then, by 
monotonicity, g(e) is an upper bound of g(X). So (u, d) <g(e) and hence d,<e. Thus, 
indeed, d = VX. Now suppose that (T = - 1. Then, by Lemma 4.2, there exists CE C such 
that c is an upper bound of X and cdd. So, as d = VX, c=d. But then, as CEC, o=O, 
a contradiction. So indeed g # - 1. 0 
It is immediate from Propositions 4.1 and 4.3 that E is a cpo and that both g 
and -g are continuous. 
We now justify our choice of terminology for E. Let i:C+D be the inclusion of C in 
D. Recall the cokernel pair of i is the pushout of i along itself [7, p. 661. 
Proposition 4.4. The cokernel pair of i in Cpo is g, -9: D-t E. 
Proof. First it is obvious that g 0 i=-g 0 i. For the universal property, let E’ be any 
cpo, and g’, - g’:D-+ E’ be continuous functions such that g’ 3 i =-g’ 0 i, i.e. for all CE C, 
g’(c)=-g’(c). We must show that there is a unique continuous m:E+E’ such that 
g’ = m r g and -9’ = m c -g. Clearly the unique function satisfying the equalities is 
m((a,d))= 
g’(d) if a#-1, 
-g’(d) if a#l. 
This is a good definition as the only conflict is when rr=O in which case dgC and 
so g’(d)=-g’(d). It remains to show that m is continuous. Let YG E be directed. 
If, for some directed X&D, g(X)GY is cofinal then m(VY)= 
m(g(VX))=g’(//X)=Vg’(X)=Vm(g(X))=Vm( Y)(using Proposition 4.3 and the 
continuity of g’). A similar argument establishes that m( VY) = Vm( Y) if -g(X)G Y 
is cofinal. By Proposition 4.1, this covers all cases. 0 
Proposition 4.5. Suppose D is algebraic. Then E is algebraic ifand only if every element 
qf C is compact in D, in which case K(E)={(a,d)EEldEK(D)}. 
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Proof. Suppose that every element in C is compact. We first show that 
K(E)= { (G,d)EE 1 &K(D)}. 
Suppose that ( CJ, d) is compact in E and X ED is a directed set such that d d VX. If 
of-l then g(X)cE is directed such that Vg(X)=g(VX)>,g(d)=(o,d). There- 
fore, by the compactness of ( B, d), there exists (t, x)~g(X) such that (0, d) d (t, x). 
But then we have found the required XEX such that d <x. A similar argument (using 
-g in place of g) works for the case that 0 = - 1. So, either way, dEK(D). 
For the converse inclusion, suppose d is compact in D. We show that g(d) and 
-g(d) are both compact in E. For g(d) suppose YC E is directed with g(d)<VY. 
Now if g(X)s Y is cofinal for some directed XsD then g(d)dV Y=g(\‘X) (by 
Proposition 4.3), so d d VX. But then, by the compactness of d, there exists XEX such 
that d QX. So g(x)E Y is the required element such that g(d)<g(x). Alternatively, if 
-g(vX)c Y is cofinal then g(d)dVY=-g(VX). By the definition of order on E, 
there exists CEC such that d < c d VX. But then, as c is compact, there exists XEX such 
that c <x. So g(d) < -g(x)E Y. By Proposition 4.1, we have covered all possibilities for 
Y. So g(d) is indeed compact. The compactness of -g(d) is by a similar argument. 
We now show that E is algebraic. Let (0, d) be an arbitrary element of E. We must 
show that Y=K(E)nJ(o,d) is directed with lub (o,d). For compact ( CJ, d) this is 
trivial. Suppose then that (0, d ) is not compact. Thus d is not compact in D, hence 
d$C and so CJ #O. Define X = K( D)nld, which, by the algebraicity of D, is directed 
with lub d. If r~= 1 then it is easy to see that g(X)s Y and is cofinal (similarly for 
-g(X) if u=- 1). So, by Propositions 4.1 and 4.3, Y is directed with lub ( 1, d), as 
required. 
It remains to show that if, for some CCC, c is not compact then E is not algebraic. 
Suppose ck (1 <k < n) is such an element. Consider X = {dEK( D) 1 ck_ 1 -cd < ck}, 
which, by the algebraicity of D, is directed with lub ck. Then, by Propositions 4.1 and 
4.3, g(X) and -g(X) are both directed with lub (0,ck). It is now easy to see that 
(0, ck- i) is the highest possible compact element in E below (0, ck). For, if 
ck-r <d<c,, then (1, d)<V(-g(X)), but there is clearly no (c,x)E-g(X) with 
(l,d)<(a,x), as o=-1. Similarly, g(X) shows that (-1,d) is not compact. So 
(0, ck) is not the lub of the compact elements lower than it. 0 
Proposition 4.6. If every element of C is compact in D then g:D+E is an embedding. 
Proof. The associated projection h: E+D is defined by 
Clearly h 0 g = ID and g 0 h 9 lE. The continuity of h follows straightforwardly from the 
continuity of d H V {CEC 1 c <d} :D+D, which we now establish. Clearly, this is 
monotone, so it is sufficient to show that, for any directed XGD, V {ceC 1 c< 
VX}~V~ExV{c~C~c~x}. But, as C is a finite chain, ~{c~Clc~~X}=c’ for 
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some C’EC such that c’d VX. Then, by the compactness of c’, there exists xgX such 
that c’dx. Clearly, c’<V,,~V{CECJC<X}, as required. q 
We now give the main theorem of the paper. Let G#/ be a Cartesian-closed full 
subcategory of AlgCpo. We say that G+? is closed under cokernels (in Cpo) of strictjnite 
chains of compact elements if, for every algebraic cpo D in x, for every strict finite 
chain CcD of compact elements, the cokernel of CE D (as defined above) is an object 
of Z”. By Proposition 4.5, we cannot hope for x to be closed under cokernels of 
chains of noncompact elements. 
Theorem 4.7. If’X is a Cartesian-closed full subcategory of AlgCpo and X is closed 
under cokernels of strict finite chains of compact elements, then the least-jxed-point 
operutor is the unique fix-dinatural in .X. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, x has a least-fixed-point operator, lfp, which is fix- 
dinatural. For the converse, let Y be any fix-dinatural in Z and let D be any object of 
Z”. We must show that Y, = lfp,. However, a continuous function whose domain is an 
algebraic cpo is determined by its behaviour on compact elements. So we need only 
show that, for compact fin [D -+ D], Y,(f)=lfpo( f). 
Accordingly, letfE[D -+ D] be compact. Nowf(lfp,(f)) = lfp,(f), so, by Proposition 
3.1, lfpo(f) is compact. Also lfpD(f)=V{ I, f (I), f ‘( i),...}, so, by its compactness, 
there exists (a least) n30 such that lfpo(f’)=f”(l). So C={ i,f(l),... ,f”(l_)] is 
a strict finite chain and, by Proposition 3.1, all its elements are compact. 
Let E be the cokernel of C E D, and let g: D -+ E be as above. We now define the, as it 
were, symmetric extension off to E. This is the endofunction f:E+E given by 
S(co,d))_ (W(d)) iff (d)EC 
(O(d)) iff(d)lc. 
fis well defined as ceC impliesf(c)EC. It is also clearly continuous (in fact it can be 
obtained from the universal property of E). Further, it is clear that 
gof=fog. 6) 
The symmetry offenables us to determine the value of YE(f). Consider the function 
-1:E-tEdehned by 
-l((a,d))=(-a,d). 
This is clearly continuous (again it can be obtained from the universal property of E). 
Clearly, - 1 0 - 1 = lE and?=- 1 070 - 1, the latter equation being the formal state- 
ment of the symmetry off: So 
YE(f)= YE(- 10 - 1 of) 
=- 1( Y,(- 1 070 - 1)) (by dinaturality) 
=- 1( YEU-)I. 
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Thus YE(f) is of the form (0,~) for some CEC. But, by Proposition 2.1, YE(f) is 
a fixed point off and so can only be (O,f”( I)). Thus we have 
r,(f)=(OJfPD(f)). (ii) 
Now let h:E + D be the projection associated with g given by Proposition 4.6. Then 
Y,(f)=h(g( Y,(f@ h o 9))) (as hog=l,) 
= h( YE(Y of0 h)) (by dinaturality) 
= h( Y&F 9 0 h)) (by (i) above) 
G h( YE(f)) (as gob< lE) 
=h(<O, 1fPA.f))) (by (ii) above) 
= lfPD(f). 
Therefore, Y,(f)dlfp,(f). But, by Proposition 2.1, Y,(f) is a fixed point off, so 
Y,(f)=lfp,(f) as required. 0 
Unfortunately, due to the role of compact elements in the above proof, we do not 
know how to extend the techniques to deal directly with categories of non-algebraic 
cpos. However, in view of Proposition 3.2, there is an indirect way of extending the 
characterisation to Cartesian-closed full subcategories of ContCpo. 
Theorem 4.8. Let X be a Cartesian-closed full subcategory of Cpo. If the least- 
jixed-point operator is the uniquejx-dinatural in X then the least-jxed-point operator 
is also the unique fix-dinatural in RZ. 
Proof. Let Y be a fix-dinatural in RX. It is easy to see that the restriction of Y to 
objects of X is a fix-dinatural in .r. So, for any cpo E in X, YE = lfp,. Now let D be an 
arbitrary cpo in RX. Then there exists E in X and continuous functions g: D + E and 
h:E + D such that h 0 g = lo. Consider any continuousf:D --f D. Then 
Y,(f)= Yo(h0g3f) (as hog= lo) 
= h( Y,(g of0 h)) (by dinaturality of Y) 
=h(lfp,(gofoh)) (as Y,=lfp,) 
= lfp,(h o 9 of) (by dinaturality of lfp) 
= lfP,(f ). 0 
5. Examples 
In this section we consider many Cartesian-closed full subcategories of AlgCpo and 
ContCpo, determining whether or not the least-fixed-point operator is characterised 
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as the unique fix-dinatural. Theorem 5.1 shows that the most commonly used 
Cartesian-closed full subcategories of AlgCpo do satisfy the condition of Theorem 4.7. 
We thereby obtain a good collection of categories (of both algebraic and continuous 
cpos) in which the least-fixed-point operator is indeed the unique fix-dinatural. 
However, categories of algebraic and continuous lattices are not amenable to the 
techniques so far developed. In Theorem 5.3 we show that there is a second fix- 
dinatural in these categories, so it is no accident that the results of the last section are 
not applicable. 
We briefly review the definitions (by just specifying the objects) of some of the most 
important Cartesian-closed full subcategories of AlgCpo and ContCpo. Let D be a cpo. 
D is bounded-complete if each subset X G D with an upper bound in D has a lub in D. 
AlgBC and wAlgBC, the categories of algebraic bounded-complete cpos and count- 
ably based algebraic bounded-complete cpos, are both Cartesian-closed [3, Chapter 
51. The retracts of (countably based) algebraic bounded-complete cpos are just the 
(countably based) continuous bounded-complete cpos and so the categories ContBC 
and wContBC, of continuous bounded-complete cpos and countably based continu- 
ous bounded-complete cpos, are Cartesian-closed (by Proposition 3.2). D is bijinite if 
there is a directed (under the pointwise ordering) set of functions (JE[D + D]jit, 
such that eachf; is idempotent with finite image and V. ,.,{,~}=l,.Itisafactthatany 
bifinite cpo is algebraic. Bifin and oBifin, the categories of bifinite cpos and countably 
based bifinite cpos, are both Cartesian-closed [3, Chapter lo]. D is an L-domain if, for 
every XED, the set Jx is a complete lattice under the induced ordering. AlgL, the 
category of algebraic L-domains, is Cartesian-closed [S]. (The category of countably 
based algebraic L-domains is not Cartesian-closed.) The retracts of algebraic 
L-domains are just the continuous L-domains [4, Proposition 4.201, and so the 
category ContL, of continuous L-domains, is Cartesian-closed. 
Theorem 5.1. The following Cartesian-closed full subcategories of AlgCpo are closed 
under cokernels of strict jinite chains of compact elements: AlgBC, wAlgBC, Bifin, 
oBifin and AlgL. 
Proof. Let D be an algebraic cpo, C G D a strict finite chain of compact elements and 
let E be the cokernel of C 5 D, constructed as above. By Proposition 4.5, we know that 
E is algebraic and is countably based if D is. 
For AlgL we need only show that if D is an L-domain then so is E. Let (g, d) be an 
arbitrary element of E and let Y be any subset of J( 0, d). We must show that Y has 
a lub in J( g, d). If, for some X E D, g(X) E Y is cofinal then clearly X 5 ld has a lub 
(in Id), x say, and g(x) is the lub of Yin J(o,d). A similar argument deals with the 
case that -g(X)c Y is cofinal. If there is no X E D such that either g(X)5 Y or 
-g(X) c Y is cofinal, then it is straightforward to check that the lub of Yin J( g, d) is 
given by (O,I”\{CECI (0,~) is an upper bound of Y}). 
Suppose D is bifinite, as witnessed by (fi}i.l. Since Vitr (A;.) = l,, it is straightfor- 
ward to show that, for every compact dED, there is an iel such that d is in the image of 
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fi. Therefore, as { Jii.1 is directed, there is some i such that C is contained in the image 
offi. So J = { jEI\ C is contained in the image offj) is nonempty. Further, it is easy to 
see that {J;}j~J is directed with Vj~J {fj} = lo. Define, for each jEJ,fj:E-+E by 
These functions are well defined as CEC implies fj(c)=c, as is clear from the idem- 
potency ofh. Moreover, thefj are easily seen to be idempotent with finite image, and 
1fjIjt.J is directed with VjeJ { fj} = 1,. So E is bifinite. Thus Bifin and wBifin contain 
the required cokernels. 
For AlgBC and wAlgBC we need only show that if D is bounded-complete then so 
is E. This is straightforward and is left for the reader to verify. Cl 
Corollary 5.2. The least-jixed-point operator is characterised as the uniquejx dinatural 
in the following Cartesian-closed full subcategories of AlgCpo: AlgBC, oAlgBC, Bifin, 
wBifin, AlgL; and in the following Cartesian-closed fill subcategories of ContCpo: 
ContBC, oContBC, RBifin, RwBifin, ContL. 
Proof. Immediate from the above theorem together with Theorems 4.7 and 4.8. U 
The above examples show that Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 are widely applicable. 
However, the condition of Theorem 4.7 is not universally satisfied. The categories 
AIgCL and oAlgCL, of algebraic (complete) lattices and countably based algebraic 
lattices, are two Cartesian-closed full subcategories of AlgCpo that are not closed 
under cokernels of strict finite chains of compact elements (as is easily seen). In fact, as 
we now show, the least-fixed-point operator is not the unique fix-dinatural in these 
categories. 
For greater generality, we work with the category ContCL of continuous lattices 
(which is a Cartesian-closed full subcategory of ContCpo). A natural candidate for 
a second fix-dinatural would be an operator finding the greatest fixed-points of 
endomorphisms, but the function doing so is not continuous. However, there is 
a greatest continuous fixed-point operator, gcfp, given by the formula 
gcfp~(f)=V{f”(d)ld~f(d),n~O} 
(inspired by Bracho’s formula for fixed-point-operators in AIgBC [2]). 
Theorem 5.3. gcfp is a fix-dinatural in ContCL. 
Proof. We first show the continuity of gcfpD. As [II -+ II] is a continuous cpo, it is 
enough to show that gcfp,(f) = vsPe, gcfp,(f’). But 
gcfp~(f)=VCf”(d)Id~f(d)}=Vs,~sV(f”(d)Id~f’(d)). 
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The second equality holds because d<.f(d) if and only if there existsS’<fsuch that 
d+f’(d) (for the nontrivial left-to-right implication suppose def(d), then there is, 
as << is dense, an interpolant d’ such that d @d’ <f(d)= Vrz ,,f’(d), from which it is 
easily seen that d @f’(d) for some S’ ef). Then, 
gcfp,(f)=V,~,/ ‘&-“(WWV)} 
=Vr,asVf,,~fVI(f”)“(d)ld~f’(d)) 
(by the continuity of [O + 01) 
=VJ,<~ ‘v’{(f’)“(WW’(d)~ 
(by continuity considerations) 
= VS,GJ @Pdf’J. 
For fix-dinaturality, let D and E be continuous lattices. Let@-E and g:E --, D be 
continuous. Then 
gcfpAf~g)=f(V1(g~fY(g(e))leG(g(e))3) 
=f(Vg,,, Vi(gof)“(S(e))le~f(g’(e))J). 
The left-hand equality holds because {(g of,” (g(e)) I e =$f( g(e))} is directed; the right- 
hand because e <f(g(e)) if and only if there exists g’ 6 g such that e <f(g’(e)) (proof as 
above). So, by continuity considerations, we have 
gcfpAfog)=f(V,,,, V{(gofY(g’(e))IeWg’(e)))). 
Below we show that g’<‘g implies g’(e)<g(e). From this it is clear that if g’$g and 
eG(g’(e)) then g’(e)4g(f(g’(c))). So 
gcfp,(~g)df(Vf(gcf)“(d)Id~g(f(A))})=f(gcpfo(go.f)). 
Thus gcfpdfi dbfkcfpdg of)) and the fix-dinaturality of gcfp follows from 
Lemma 2.2. 
It remains to show that g’ <g implies g’(e) < g(e). However, suppose g(e) < VX for 
some directed XC D. Define, for each XGX, g,:E-+D by 
g,(y) = 
i 
S(Y) if y$e, 
g(y)Ax if yde. 
It is easy to show that each gx is continuous (using the well-known continuity of the 
binary meet operation on continuous lattices) and that Vxex gx=g. But if g’&g then, 
for some xCX, g’6gx. So g’(e)<g,(e)bx. Thus, indeed, g’(e)+g(e). Cl 
Corollary 5.4. The least-jixed-point operator is not the unique jix-dinatmal in any 
nontrivial cartesian-closed ,fill subcategory of ContCL. 
Proof. Let z!” be a Cartesian-closed full subcategory of ContCL. It is easy to see (using 
Proposition 3.2) that the restriction of gcfp to objects of A? is a fix-dinatural in N. 
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However, gcfp differs from lfp on all but the trivial cpo. 0 
All the results in this paper have been for Cartesian-closed full subcategories of 
ContCpo. We do not know whether any of them can be extended to cover categories of 
noncontinuous cpos. There is also one prominent gap in our knowledge of continuous 
cpos: it remains an open question whether the least-fixed-point operator is the unique 
fix-dinatural in Jung’s category of FS-domains [6]. 
It is worth remarking that the techniques of this paper extend beyond the case of 
full subcategories of Cpo. For example, using cokernels of strict ordinal-indexed 
chains, it can be shown that the least-fixed-point operator is the unique fix-dinatural 
in the category of cpos and all monotone maps. The proof is straightforward as no 
considerations of continuity or algebraicity are involved. The proof for the category of 
finite pointed posets (i.e. those with least element) and all monotone functions is even 
easier (only finite chains are required). We note that an easier proof of the character- 
isation for Bifin can be obtained by extrapolation from the category of finite pointed 
posets. 
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